Introduction
Hunting and trade in animals for an array of purposes, such as for consumption, entertainment and sport, have been practiced by humankind from time immemorial. Animals were hunted and sold in their immediate geographical territory and also exported from their natural habitats to distant foreign places. Over the generations, Jewish sources record the trade in animals in several narrative and legal contexts. The Scriptures portray Solomon's financial and military prowess, and, among other things, mention the cooperation between Solomon's fleet of ships and that of Hiram, ruler of Sidon, manifested in the import of cypress, gold, silver, ivory as well as exotic birds and monkeys to the Mediterranean basin (1 Ki 10:22; 2 Chronicles 9:21).
The practice of keeping monkeys in private homes was documented in classical literature (Morris & Morris 1966; Pliny the Elder 1940:VIII, 80, 216, 151) . Rabbinical literature also indicates that this was part of Jewish reality and that it existed not merely as a theoretical issue, for example, the Talmudic tale of a monkey who copulated with a woman 'naturally and unnaturally ' (Jerusalem Talmud, Megila 4:1, 75a) . Reported cases include that of a monkey who created a bowl by carving a block of clay (Jerusalem Talmud, Betsa 1:3, 70b) or a monkey who dyed wool (Babylonian Talmud, Baba Kama 101a).
An interesting example of a halakhic adjudicator's discussion of the medieval monkey trade is evident from a question sent by missive to R. Shimon ben Zemah Duran (Rashbatz, born 1361) , whose family was known for producing a chain of rabbis, sages and rabbinical judges over several centuries. The family originated from Provence and its descendants moved to the island of Mallorca (Majorca) near Spain (Azulai 1994:64-65; Kayserling 2002 Kayserling -2012 Zimmels 1971:XII, 240-245) . In 1391, following the decrees and the pogroms against the Jews in Spain and Mallorca, R. Shimon fled with his father and family to Algiers, capital of Algeria. He met with much acclaim there as a religious scholar and served as a rabbinical judge until his death in 1444 (on the decrees of 1391, see Hirschberg 1964:I, 84-102) .
The purpose of the current study is to clarify the halakhic, historical and zoological circumstances underlying the missive sent to Rashbatz. The research questions we shall focus on are:
1. What species of monkey was traded by the Jews of Algeria? Were these local monkeys or were the Jewish merchants a link in the process that involved transporting monkeys from distant lands to their final destinations? 2. What is the ancient halakhic basis for the prohibition against trading in impure animals and how did Rashbatz cope with this prohibition in his ruling with regard to the monkeys? 3. Is it possible to reconstruct the monkey trade route and the final destinations of these monkeys?
The current study deals with the responsum of R. Shimon ben Zemah Duran (Rashbatz, Algeria, 15th century), a Jewish halakhic adjudicator, on the trade in monkeys practiced by Algerian Jews in the middle ages. The basis of the discussion concerning the monkey trade is an ancient prohibition of the Mishna's sages against trading in non-kosher animals. The current study clarifies the halakhic, historical and zoological circumstances underlying the missive sent to Rashbatz. In fact, R. Shimon ben Zemah Duran permitted trading in monkeys. He bases his ruling on ancient sources in rabbinical literature and states that this is not a new issue in the economic life of Algerian Jews and that his family also dealt in the monkey trade.
'There is no concern of prohibition against their trade': A responsum by Rashbatz on the trade in monkeys practiced by Algerian Jews in the middle ages
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Methodological aspects
• The monkey trade in medieval Algeria is yet to be properly studied. This is also true of the role of Jewish North African merchants in this industry, in contrast to the trade in other animal-based products, such as ostrich feathers and coral (see later sections). One possible reason might be its very limited mention in contemporary literature. Indeed, we have only one rabbinical responsum that describes this phenomenon and its halakhic implications. Then again, the document provides us with several important historical details that might lead to a wider description of the process, albeit not to its scope.
• There are several types of information sources concerning monkeys in the middle ages. Bestiaries, a literary genre that describes real or imaginary animals; figurative finds (drawings and sculptures); and chronicles and general literature that mention them in various contexts. So far, several studies have focused on the relationship between humans and monkeys in the middle ages. Various studies, such as those of Janson (1952) and Walker Vadillo (2013) , deal with the representation and symbolism of monkeys in European figurative art. Another aspect of the topic is the use of monkeys as pets by European elites (Buquet 2013; Janson 1952; Sax 2001 ).
The significance of these studies for our discussion is the indirect information they provide on those regions in Europe to which monkeys were brought but less on the places in North Africa from whence they were sent. Regretfully, in quite a few cases, the researchers did not refer to the species of monkey mentioned in the literary or figurative sources, and therefore the description centres only on the general context of monkeys. The texts do not always contain sufficient information that would enable identification of the species, but visual materials definitely make it possible to do so, as well as to try and detect what purposes the monkeys served and how they were kept:
• The destinations to which monkeys were sent are not mentioned in the missive sent to Rashbatz. However, some contemporary rabbinical sources describe the trade routes, and it may be assumed that the monkeys were transported together with other wares traded. (Weinstein 1973:39) .
As stated by Menachem Weinstein (1974:180-181) , the Béjaïa community was one of Algeria's main long-standing Jewish communities. Rashbatz was accepted as an adjudicator not only by the new residents who had arrived in the city following the pogroms of 1391 but rather also by the oldtimers. His ties with this community were very strong and his responsa contain dozens of responses to questions on an array of topics addressed to him by this community (Epstein 1930 ). Shalom Asevili is not known to us from any other source. Rashbatz addresses him as 'the intellectual' (haMaskil) and this designation appears to reflect his respectable status. His surname indicates his family's origins in the city of Seville, Spain, and he was probably among the refugees who arrived in Béjaïa following the exile.
It appears that Asevili was not simply a student who sought the halakhic opinion of Rashbatz concerning a phenomenon familiar to him. He was probably a merchant who was involved in the monkey trade in practice and who had discovered that this occupation was halakhically problematic, or perhaps he was a merchant interested in becoming active in the monkey trade and wished to find out in advance whether it was halakhically permissible.
In his missive, Asevili addressed two questions to Rashbatz. Rashbatz permitted trading in monkeys. He bases his ruling on ancient sources in rabbinical literature and also states that this is not a new issue in the economic life of Algerian Jews and that his family also dealt in the monkey trade. In the next few lines, I shall discuss in more detail the various aspects that arise from the responsum.
The species of monkey mentioned in the responsum of Rashbatz: The Barbary macaque from the Atlas Mountains
Monkeys were first introduced in Western Europe following the opening of trade routes with the Near East (Janson 1952:30-31, 49) . They were widely available in Western Europe from the 12th century (Walker-Meikle 2012:13). The main kinds of apes exported to Europe were the tailless Barbary ape, the baboons of Egypt, the African-tailed monkeys, such as the mantled guereza, and the Colobinae of India.
The monkeys discussed by R. Duran are probably Barbary macaques (Macaca Sylvanus), a local species found in North Africa (Fa 1984:12; Nowak 1991:I, 474-475) . A population of this species is also found in Gibraltar, and it is, in fact, the only monkey species found in Europe (Butynski et al. 2008; Lavieren 2012 ). The common research assumption is that this population was brought to Gibraltar mainly as pets from about 711-1497 by the Maori people who occupied the southern part of the Iberian Peninsula (Jackson Godfrey Fothergill 1987; Modolo, Salzburger & Martin 2005) . In fact, the first written evidence of Barbary macaques on Gibraltar dates from 1704 (Modolo et al. 2005) .
The distribution of the Barbary macaque was in the past much wider than at present, and it included all of North Africa, such that hunting it was easier in the time of Rashbatz (Ciani 1986; Lindburg 1980; Taub 1984:78-71) . The currentday distribution of this species has been reduced to the mountainous forests in the Atlas Mountains of Algeria and Morocco (Ciani 1986; Fa 1984:8-12 ). This species lives naturally in troops of several dozen individuals and its habitat is forests of Atlantic cedars (Cedrus atlantica Manetti) and cork oaks (Quercus suber) (Fa 1984:12; Lavieren 2012) (Figure 1 ).
Barbary macaques are medium-sized monkeys; they are not excessively ungainly and are characterised by high intelligence, a quality that made it possible to train them and keep them as cultured animals throughout history. Barbary macaques have been associated with humans for thousands of years. They were found embalmed in the pyramids in Egypt (Goudsmit & Brandon-Jones 1999) and were also found in the excavations of Pompeii (Naples, southern Italy), a city that was buried in volcanic ash when Vesuvius erupted in 79 AD (Bailey et al. 1999; King 2002) . The Barbary macaque served as a friendly pet in Greek and Roman classical societies, that is, in the central and eastern side of the Mediterranean (Hughes 2003) . Until the 11th-12th centuries, before the Barbary macaques arrived in Western Europe via the Mediterranean, monkeys were normally not known in these areas.
Macaca Sylvanus was perhaps the most famous primate in the Western World in medieval times (Masseti & Bruner 2009:40) . According to some scholars, the ape of medieval Western European literature is most likely the Barbary ape, or in some cases the tailed ape of tropical Africa, such as of the genus Cercopithecus (Friedman & Figg 2000:23-24; George & Yapp 1991:91-92) . In the middle ages, Barbary macaques were animals deemed desirable by the aristocracy (Sax 2001) . In France, the Barbary macaque was among the taxable exotic live goods imported and it was used for street shows and as a pet and status symbol of the elites, kept by both women and men (Paden William 2016:34) (Figure 2 ). Towards the 16th century, ownership of Barbary macaques spread to European lower classes as well (Thomas 1984) .
The halakhic precursors to Duran's responsum: An ancient rabbinical prohibition against trading in impure animals
The sages of the Mishna and Talmud dealt with several religious prohibitions related to the trade in animals with gentiles. For example, they prohibited Jews from selling to idolaters animals, such as sheep, goats and white cocks, for concern that they might use these for their pagan rituals (Mishnah, Avoda Zara 1:5-6). In another case, they prohibited selling large cattle to gentiles for concern that they might loan or rent them to Jews for working on the Sabbath (Mishnah, Avoda Zara 1:6; Babylonian Talmud, ibid., 15a).
Underlying the question addressed to R. Shimon Duran is a Mishna and Talmud era prohibition against trading in impure http://www.hts.org.za Open Access animals considered by non-Jewish society fit to eat, based on the concern that the Jewish merchant might eat them (see below). The Mishnah in Avoda Zara 1:7 mentions the prohibition against selling dangerous animals, such as lions and bears, to hostile nations for concern that the latter would use the animals for negative purposes. In this case, the Mishna does not mention the prohibition of trading unclean animals because these animals are not eaten.
Some of the later halakhic commentators discerned the difficulty that underlies the prohibition. One of the questions raised was why is there cause for concern that traders in these animals might eat their flesh? Why is there no similar cause for concern that ownership for purposes other than trade would result in eating them? Some claimed that the issue was food prepared from unclean animals and that the concern was that Jewish vendors would taste the food, as customary among vendors. Another explanation was the concern of mar'it ayin, that is, that people who would see the Jewish trader dealing in these animals for purposes of consumption would mistakenly assume that they are permitted for eating (Ha-Kohen 1859:8b). In my understanding, it is not impossible that the concern was that during the trader's wanderings he would encounter a state of hunger and would be compelled to eat the animals in which he was trading. (Lieberman 1955:187) .
The prohibition of selling unclean animals to gentiles was also mentioned in the Babylonian Talmud with regard to Jewish hunters: 'Hunters of beasts, birds, and fish, who chance upon unclean species, are permitted to sell them to Gentiles' (Pesachim 23a). As Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (1040-1105), the famous medieval French author of the comprehensive commentary on the Talmud, explains: a hunter who happens to catch an unclean animal is allowed to sell it to gentiles, but it is forbidden to look for such animals on purpose in order to sell them to gentiles (commentary of Rashi on this source).
Other sources include a dissenting opinion. The Tosefta in Avoda Zara 2:3 brings this opinion in the name of R. Shimon ben Elazar: 'You sell dogs (klavim kofriyim), mongoose (huldot ha-sna'ot) and cats (ve-hatulot) and apes (ve-ha-kofot)' (Zuckermandel 1937:462) . However, in the Tosefta, Baba Kama 8:17 (Lieberman 1955:40-41 ), the version is: 'You breed dogs (klavim kofrim) … things which clean the house'. This is (Dor 1997:73; Felix 1971:51) .
Cats -domestic cats (Felis Lybica domestica).
The animals mentioned have in common their utilisation in ancient times to eliminate rodents and pests in the home, such as mice, rats and snakes (Babylonian Talmud, Baba Kama 80b).
The version of the Tosefta available to R. Shimon Duran included monkeys, and accordingly he contends that an ancient halakhic source explicitly permits keeping monkeys. Rashbatz claims that the permission to sell monkeys was mentioned in Tosefta Shevi'it although, as we saw above, according to the versions available to us, this source rejects trading in these animals (Lieberman 1955:187) .
The Vienna manuscript of the Tosefta Shevi'it has 'kifot' and maybe this meant 'kipod', that is, hedgehog (Erinaceus sp.). The word 'kipod' appears explicitly in the version of the Tosefta published with the Vilna Talmud (Shas Vilna), Reem press 1886, 17a, and it too might have been used to overcome pests in the home. Hedgehogs are useful mammals as they eat snails and insects, which harbour many pests, and hence their use to 'clean the house' (on this version, see Lieberman 2000:553).
R. Shimon Duran states that beyond the explicit permission given in the Tosefta, the fundamental justification for permitting dealing in the monkey trade is the fact that the prohibition applies only to impure animals that the surrounding society considers fit to eat. The claim that something which is not eaten may be traded, although theoretically not kosher, is not Duran's own innovation. It was already stated by the Jerusalem Talmud, Baba Kama 7:3, 6a:
Anything that is prohibited based on their [the sages] decision, may be traded, as a donkey is raised for its work and a camel is raised for its work [and not for eating, and therefore there is no concern that the trader will eat it].
This understanding was mentioned also by medieval rabbis before Duran, such as the Tosafists from France and Germany who created critical and explanatory glosses on the Talmud: 'And any fat may be sold as it is not ready for eating […] [and also] horses and donkeys can be traded as they are normally used for work' (Baba Kama 82b, from 'One shall not breed pigs').
Accordingly, monkeys are not used for this purpose, and therefore the prohibition against trading does not apply. Eating monkeys is customary in traditional societies in the Far East and among African tribes; however, according to Duran's responsum, this culinary custom was not practiced in his time in North African countries, including Algeria. Notably, in the classical period, the Barbary macaque was eaten in Tunisia and Libya but not in Morocco and Algeria because of its veneration (Fa 1984:6) . In modern times as well it is occasionally eaten, but this is a marginal and rare occurrence (Deag 1977) .
The monkeys' estimated destination
R. Duran's responsum contains no information about the destinations to which the monkeys were sent. As stated, it is to be assumed that they arrived at Mediterranean ports together with other exports of which we have historical knowledge, for example, wheat (Rivash 1547:178, 185) , gold (Tashbetz 1738:III, 74 ) and animal skins (Rashbash 1742:179) , as well as other wares from the animal world originating from Algeria, that is, coral harvested from the sea (Rashbash 1742:179; Rashbatz 1782:II, 13) or ostrich feathers from ostriches living in desert regions of North Africa (Avitbol 1993:62, 66; Bashan 2000:282; Tashbetz 1738:III, 115; Weinstein 1974:42-43) .
Commerce in Algeria in the time of Rashbatz was divided into three types: local commerce, national commerce and international commerce (Weinstein 1974:39) . Monkeys appear to have had a greater financial value specifically in international commerce and particularly in European markets for three main reasons: (1) There were no monkeys on this continent, aside from the little population of macaques in Gibraltar; (2) the Barbary macaque populations were the most accessible and the closest to Europe and it was possible to transport them from North African ports in a relatively short distance and time, a process that could have ensured that the monkeys would not die on the way; and (3) the demand for monkeys in European countries. There was undoubtedly also an internal trade in monkeys, as there is to this day (Lavieren 2004; , but the testimonies we have of the demand for or keeping of Barbary macaques by rulers and affluent people in European countries indicate the northern trade's significance.
European sources from the 11th and 12th centuries to the 15th century mention the practice of keeping monkeys (in general) as customary in various countries, such as France, Italy and Germany (Buquet 2013; Paden William 2016:34; Wich & Marshall 2016: 133, see also Figure 3 ). Archaeological evidence of the remains of Barbary macaques from the classical period and the Middle Ages was found throughout England as well (Lynn 1997; Walker-Meikle 2012:31) . This indicates that monkeys that arrived in Europe were transported to distant regions in the south and centre of the continent.
Algerian Jews had an important role in the trade with foreign countries, which took place by sea in the 15th century, mainly with Spain and Mallorca. Indeed, ships of merchants from Venice and Genoa (in Italian: Genova), a port city in northern Italy, also came to Algeria; however, these were rare, unlike the ships from Spain and Mallorca that arrived more frequently (Rashbash 1742:214; Tashbetz 1738:III, 166 ).
The Barbary macaque indeed spread extensively to Italy via the Mediterranean (Hill 1966) , but historical records of this in the rabbinical literature attest to secondary trade. Some of the monkeys were transported by ship directly to Mediterranean ports, for example, to Italy and southern France, but monkeys that arrived on the coast of southern Spain may be assumed to have been transported by land to continental markets. Assuming that Asevili was a merchant of Spanish origins, he would obviously have enjoyed an advantage when selling monkeys in Spain (familiarity with the language, people and markets). Furthermore, he settled in Béjaïa, which was a port city, from whence he could trade with Spain and Mallorca. Indeed, as Janson (1952:30) noted, the western part of the Mediterranean had a very prominent role in transporting monkeys to Europe.
The responsa literature written by the rabbis of Algeria indicates various forms of international trade. Some merchants came in Spanish ships and purchased goods at one of the port cities, while others appointed an agent to travel to Spain with the wares and sell them there (Weinstein 1974:41) . R. Yitzhak bar Sheshet Perfet (1326-1408) reports that the Jews of Honain (today: Honaine), a town in Tlemcen Province in northwestern Algeria, exported wheat by sea to Christian Europe (eretz edom), probably Spain, resulting in the Muslim claim that they strengthen 'the idolaters' against them (Rivash 1547:178) . According to Jewish law, mourners are forbidden to work in the 7 days after the funeral. R. Shlomo ben Shimon Duran (1400-1467) allowed a merchant who was in mourning to have his partner sell goods to ships of merchants from Venice and Genoa, because the latter were rare and if he were to refrain from selling the goods he would lose his money (davar ha-aved). However, ships to Spain and Mallorca arrived more frequently, so mourners could wait and sell their goods after the period of mourning (Rashbash 1742:214) .
We also know of merchants who collaborated, where one merchant resided in Mallorca and sent merchandise to his partner in Algiers, or a merchant from Béjaïa who travelled to a 'distant country' (medinat ha-yam) and appointed an agent to represent him in Béjaïa. This agent received and sent goods to the merchant overseas (Weinstein 1974:41) .
According to the testimony of Rashbatz, both his father and his grandfather traded in monkeys, and they may have been involved in this industry even when living in Spain before the 1391 pogroms. It is not impossible that the monkey trade was a financial industry dominated by certain families. The extent of the Jewish trade in monkeys is unknown, as is the amount of monkeys sent overseas. Assumedly, this involved shipments of only a small number of monkeys.
Conclusion
The export of monkeys from Africa and the Mediterranean to Europe continued for many years. Most of the information we have about this are European sources that relate how the monkeys were used by the elites in Italy, France and Germany. The historical contribution of the responsum given by Rashbatz is its identification of the 'sellers', that is, the merchants who sent the monkeys to Europe. Moreover, the responsum reveals a less familiar aspect that pertains to the role of the 15th century Algerian Jews in the monkey trade. These were apparently merchants of Spanish origin who immigrated to Algeria and may have engaged in this field even when living in Spain and Mallorca. To our understanding, Shalom Asevili was a merchant from Béjaïa, a port city on the Mediterranean coast, from whence he arranged the sale of the monkeys. Rashbatz reveals an interesting detail when he relates that his father and grandfather sold monkeys too, that is, rabbinical scholars took part in the monkey trade. It is not clear whether they did so while still living in Mallorca, but it appears that this work remained in the family for at least two generations, and the knowledge and practical aspects may have been handed down from father to son.
The question missive and the responsum of Rashbatz reveal that monkeys were not used as a source of food but rather, according to Christian chronicles, for purposes of entertainment and as a social status symbol. Rashbatz used this justification to permit the monkey trade. We assume that the monkeys were probably Barbary macaques, a species that lives in the Atlas Mountains to this very day. These monkeys were accessible to North African hunters and merchants and could be transported to Europe through the existing trade routes. The Barbary macaque was a likeable and common species in Europe.
The basis of the discussion concerning the monkey trade is an ancient prohibition of the Mishna's sages against trading in non-kosher animals. The halakhic responsum of Rashbatz is a classic example of the advantages of the responsa literature as a historical source, but it also shows its disadvantages (Soloveitchik 1990 ). The rabbinical responsum does not provide sufficient details in order to establish historical facts, rather the information contained in it must be completed or crossed-checked with general contemporary historical sources. By virtue of being a halakhic source interested in conveying a religioustheological message, the responsum of Rashbatz focuses on the halakhic question of whether the monkey trade is permissible or prohibited. Hence, it attests to the existence of this trade and to a certain degree also to those who engage in it, but does not provide essential information as to the species sold, the regions in which they were hunted or their trade routes from the ports of North Africa to Europe.
This article suggests the need for more extensive exploration of this economic industry among North African Jews. In order to complete the historical picture, it is necessary to uncover new rabbinical and historical sources that might expand and further establish our knowledge of the subject.
